
 

 

Your Own Worst Enemy: Using Negative Self Talk 

 

Have you ever noticed that we are constantly putting ourselves down or holding 

ourselves to unrealistic expectations? Of course everybody has their bad days, where they 

do something foolish and feel stupid, but generally we should be cheering ourselves on 

not bashing ourselves for our mistakes. If you find yourself doing the latter, you aren’t 

alone. Although it’s sad to say, we tend to be our own worse critics. We tend to be able to 

see the good in others (our friends, family members etc) and dwell on our less positive 

points. So how can we possibly start to change the way we treat ourselves? Here are a 

few tips to get you started. 

 

 Take it easy… no one is ever perfect. You need to allow yourself room to grow and 

learn. 

 Try to concentrate on the positives. I know this can be hard but we need to recognize 

and appreciate our efforts and our positive traits especially on days when we feel the 

worst.   

 Take a step back. Try to look at yourself through someone else’s eyes. Sometimes it’s 

easier to see your good points if you think about how your friends or family view 

you, how would they describe you? 

 Treat yourself how you treat others. Would you ever belittle your best friend for 

making a mistake, or not being the best at something? Probably not… so don’t treat 

yourself that way.   

 Set realistic expectations. Don’t set yourself up to fail, if there is something that you 

feel you need to change then work towards it but don’t expect yourself to accomplish 

the impossible or to make major changes in a day. 

 Don’t let yourself get away with abusive behavior. If you wouldn’t put up with a 

significant other or a friend making you feel worthless then why would you let 

yourself get away with that type of behavior.  

 Surround yourself with caring people. It’s a lot harder to pick on yourself when others 

are telling you how great you are. Build a support network of people who help you 

feel good no matter what kind of day you are having. 

 


